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Abstract : In the firs'-, part of this paper, additional data 

are given concerning a iravi.^trii crr.sistin? In a pendulur.--

laser set proposed in previous ~>app"- of the author /!/. 

This gravimeter could have a sensitivity of o.l microgai 

or even o.ol mlcrogal in the case of statistical measure

ments. Tf a proce'-.-iing by ,i on-line computer is used, the 

pendulum-laser can co.nstl t>:' n a tji'^vimeter which, u ;.»'1 ir 

statistical rneasureme". ts on =» long time interval, could 
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reach a sensitivity of iO 9. The second part of the 

paper points out the advancagep re3.i i tir.g from doino the 

experiment of determining the velocity c" the gravi*- iti:;..a'. 

reaction in an artificial s^teJT'te ->f the .-arth. The main 

advantace is the very fact that '.hii measui'ement can be 

achieved oy means of the • •"•<.. st*:r. n. avimeters • The mastl'.e 

reducMon of the time errrr i; IJC to che -urease of che 

"sinusoid" frequency r".^]' 'TI-J from the recording be'ng 

made on the gravimeter set n-> *n artificial satellite 

turning around the earth .)i aorvjt 3"* r. mutes. 

1. '«TRADUCTION 

In a rodent paper /l/, an *>• .crimen t Is pror>03c.', for 

measuring the velocity of the gravitational interncticr. within 
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Newtonian gravitational fields. This measurement Is achieved 

by determining the time phase difference between the gravitatio

nal potential of the noon and the curve representing the po

sition of the natural satellite of the earth with regard to a 

point on the earth. 

The use of the earth-noon system is advantageous owing 

to the great generator-receiver distance, of the propagation 

long time of the interaction and of the great amplitude of the 

gravitational signal with regard to the signals produced on the 

earth with the help of the terrestrial gravitational generators. 

As a gravitational receiver, we propose here the use 

of a laser egulped pendulum with an electronic outfit for the 

recording and processing the information supplied by the pen

dulum. The set formed by the pendulum-laser and the electronic 

dev'.je - the first of its kind ever proposed - should achieve 
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a perioi determination accuracy of T » 3 • 10 s. 

All the elements of the installation can be made by 

the actual technc vies while a few of the module could be 

achl«-j?a even at the level of the current- '.- "jstrial technology. 

The laser pendulum set constitutes, under the proposed con

ditions, a gravimeter with a o.l microgal sensitivity. By im

proving cne pendulum thermostat device, by using a more sen-

sitive-though realisable by common industrial means-electronic 

diagram and on condition that the statistical measurements 

should be made during short enough time Intervals, this pen

dulum-laser set could constitute a gravimeter with a sensitivi

ty of col microgal. With this gravimeter, the experiment for 
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determining the velocity of the gravitational interaction 
within Newtonian gravitation fields could be achieved at a 
fixed spot on tha earth, as proposed in this paper. 

By using a sampling followed by an analogical-digital 
conversion of the laser signal from the photomultiplier and by 
processing the thus supplied information on a on-line computer, 

AT — 12 
the equivalent -Ţ~ «rror could be diminished down to 10 g. 
In this case, the gravimeter sensitivity is limited by errors 
(due to the variation of the temperature, of the dynamic fric
tion, etc.) susceptible to be reduced to the length variations. 
Within the variation limits of error we can suppose that it 
represents A stochastic variable with a Gaussian distribution 
or with a distribution that coiOd be appreciated from the 
designs of the pendulum *nd of trhe thermostat. Tf the measure
ments on a long interval are obtained by processing the experi
mental dats vith the help of the self-correlation function (or 
correlation function when using several pendulums) the di-
minishing of the equivalent error —j— can be reduced to the 

AT 
same order as that of error -ijr- . When the mean absolute value 
la measured of the gravitational acceleration at a spot on the 

-12 earth, if a sensitivity of the rrder of 10 g is wanted, it 
is estimated that approximately 30 days of consecutive measure
ments are necessary with a single gr/ivlmeter. The use of several 
gravlmeters would substantially reduce this time. 
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2. THE ADVANTAGE TO EXPERIMENT ON AN ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE 

OF THE EARTH 

The experiment of determining the velocity of the gra

vitational Interaction within Newtonian gravitation fields by 

measuring on the earth the delayed potential of the moon can be 

achieved by means of other types of gravimeters as well. The 

sensitivity that can be depended upon in the case of a carefully 

done experiment, with the known gravlnieters is of about o.l 

microgal /2,3/. 

The amplitude of the gravitation wave on the earth is 

of about llo microgal so that th» error of o.l microgal results 

in a phase error of a little more than 0.05° (fig.l). 

Figure 1. Phase error. 

If the experiment takes pl*=e at a fixed spot on the 

earth, the time error resulting from the phase error of ap

proximately 6 s is not sufficient for the required accuracy of 

the experiment. 

If the experiment is made in an artificial satellite of 

the earth, the revolution period of which is of about 90 «tin, 
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the time error is reduced to o.4 s. This error is perhaps not 

yet small enough but the doubling or even triplinq of the gra-

vimeter sensitivity does not appear as an impossibility. 

Besides the so very necessary diminishing of the time 

error» the use of an artificial satellite of the earth offers 

other advantages as well. 

1. A most Important problem in the successful achieve

ment of this experiment consists In the cartographic reduction 

of the experimental data referring to the influence of tidal 

masses, both of the ocean masses and of the earth's crust masses. 

The most accurate present measurements of the phase and ampli

tude of the earth tide were made by David E.Smith, Roland 

Kalenkiewicz and Peter J.Dunn /4/ with the help of an artifi

cial satellite of the earth. These measurements are however only 

average measurements where the effects of the ocean masses and 

of the earth's crust masses are not separated, so that they are 

inadequate for correcting these effects at a given spot on the 

earth. In the case of the experiment being made in an artificial 

satellite of the earth, the latter can be considered as moving 

within the average potential of the earth tide, as deduced in 

paper /4/. The approximately 30 daily "sinusoids" recorded by 

the gravlmeter within the satellite will be modulated by the 

earth's tide potential. 

2. The time error when determining the passing through 

the zero amplitude of the "sinusoid" will diminish. On the 

assumption that the experiment is made in a given spot on the 



earth, the gravitation potential of the soon and the gravita

tion potential of the earth tide have the same period which 

results in a great error of the determination of the passing 

through zero amplitude of the "sinusoid" (fig.2). When the ex

periment takes place in an artificial satellite of the earth, 

this component of the time error reduces to at least the tenth 

of its value measured on the earth (fig.3). It is as if one 

would apply of a earth tide correction at a fixed .ipot on the 

earth, using experimental data concerning the poter.tlal of the 

earth tide, with more than order higher. 

Figure 2. Component of the tise error when passing 
through the zero of the "sinusoid" when the expe
riment is carried out at a fixed spot on the earth. 

^ 3^" 

figure 3. Component of the time error when passing 
through the» s«ro of the "sinusoid" when the expe
riment i s carried out within «• ax t l rTe l i l sa tS l l l t e 
of the earth. 
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3. The experiment duration Is also reduced to at least 

the tenth. If for collecting sufficient experimental data for 

an accurate statistical process.ng a period of 1-2 years 

would be necessary should the experiment occur at a given 

spot on the earth, while 1-2 months would suffice if tfc* expe

riment is carried out on &n artificial satellite of the earth. 

Concomitantly with collecting the gravimetric experi

mental data, it is necessary -or a successful achievement of 

this experiment, to collect other experimental data as well. 

To this end, during the whole time interval of the experiment.! 

development, the position of the satellite should be optically 

followed by one or two stations so as to be able to accurately 

determine it» trajectory. On the other hand, for a most ac

curate determination of the moon's satellite position it would 

be necessary to measure the earth-moon distance by means of a 

laser /5/. 
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